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SYMBOLS 

The packaging material, the type plate on the instrument and the manual may contain the following symbols or 
abbreviations: 
 

 

Manufactured by: 

  

 

This product fulfills the requirements of Directive 98/79/EC on 
in vitro diagnostic medical devices. 

  

 

In vitro diagnostic medical device 

  

 

Caution (refer to accompanying documents)! 
Please refer to safety-related notes in the manual accompanying this device. 

  

 

Please consult instructions for use 

  

 

Symbol for the marking of important information for appropriate handling of the device 

  

 

Biohazard 
Samples containing material of human origin must be treated as potentially infectious. 
The relevant laboratory guidelines on safe use must be observed. 

  

 

Symbol for the marking of electrical and electronics devices according to § 7 ElektroG 

  

IP XO No special protection against penetrating moisture (IP = International Protection) 

  

REF Order number 

  

SN Serial number 

INSTRUMENT  APPROVALS 

The Photometer 10 meets the requirements of Directive 98/79/EC on in vitro diagnostic medical devices (IVDD). 
Furthermore, the Photometer 10 is manufactured according to the special safety requirements for IVD medical 

devices stated in EN 61010. 



 

 

SAFETY  INFORMATION 

Operator qualification 

Only appropriately trained operators are qualified to operate the device. 
 
Environmental conditions 
The Photometer 10 is approved for indoor use only. 
For further environmental conditions see chapter 8.1 - ENVIRONMENTAL  CONDITIONS. 
 
Patient ambience 
The Photometer 10 may not be used in the patient ambience. 
 

 Electrical Safety 

This device was examined and left the factory in perfect technical condition. To preserve this and protect safe 
and faultless operation, the operator must follow the orders and remarks of this operating manual. 
 
Connect the device to grounded power outlets only. All peripheral devices that are connected to the Photometer 
10 must comply with safety standard EN 60950. Before connecting read the documentation of the peripheral 

devices. 
 
Opening covers or removing parts of the instrument, except where this can be achieved manually without the 
use of any tool, may expose voltage-carrying components. Connectors can be live, too. Never try to maintain or 
repair an open instrument which is carrying voltage. 
 
Repairs at the device including replacement of the Lithium battery may be carried out only by authorized 
specialist staff. Through improper repairs the warranty extinguishes, and the operator can be heavily jeopard-
ized. 
 
If suspected the device can no longer be operated safely, turn it off and take steps to ensure that no one will 
subsequently attempt to use it. 
 
Electromagnetic waves 
Devices that emit electromagnetic waves may affect measured data, or cause the Photometer 10 to malfunc-
tion. Do not operate the following devices in the same room where the Photometer 10 is installed: mobile phone, 

transceiver, cordless phone, and other electrical devices that generate electromagnetic waves. 
 

 Reagents 

Regarding reagents follow the safety as well as the operating instructions of the manufacturers. 
Pay attention to the currently valid German “Gefahrstoffverordnung” (GefStoffV)! 
 

  Biological safety 

Liquid waste is potentially biologically hazardous. Always wear gloves if handling those materials. Do not touch 
parts of the device other than those specified. Consult the laboratory protocol for handling biohazardous 
materials. 
Pay attention to the currently valid German “Biostoffverordnung” (BioStoffV)! 
 

 Spillings and cleaning 

If a sample is spilled on the device, wipe up immediately and apply disinfectant. 
 

 Waste 

Handle liquid waste properly, according to legislation on water pollution, and on the treatment of drainage and 
waste matter. 
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MANUFACTURER’S  WARRANTY 

ROBERT RIELE GmbH & Co KG warrants Photometer 10 against defects in material and workmanship. 
For further information contact the local distributor. 

WASTE  MANAGEMENT  NOTE 

At the end of the life or utilization time the device and the accessories can be given back to the manufacturer 
with costs for an environmental waste disposal. The previous professional decontamination has to be proved 
with a certificate. 
 
Address of the manufacturer: 
 

 ROBERT RIELE GmbH & Co KG 
Kurfuerstenstrasse 75-79 
D-13467 BERLIN 
GERMANY 
 
Phone: +49 (0)30 404 40 87 
Fax: +49 (0)30 404 05 29 
E-mail: info@riele.de 
  www.riele.de 

QUALITY  MANAGEMENT  SYSTEM 

ROBERT RIELE GmbH & Co KG maintains a quality management system according to ISO 13485, certified by 
mdc medical device certification GmbH. 

mailto:info@riele.de
http://www.riele.de/
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1 INTRODUCTION  TO  PHOTOMETER  10 

This device is a photometer for manual applications. It is designed for In Vitro Diagnostic (IVD) and to be used 
by qualified laboratory staff. 

It is operated via touchscreen. 

The device is useable e.g. for wet clinical-chemical analyses. The solution can be measured in glass or 
disposable cuvettes placing one after the other. 

Up to 50 methods - built up on basic methods - can be established and transferred by the operator with an 
external software program. 

Additionally, up to 50 nonlinear calibration curves with maximum 20 sets of points can be stored also transferred 
with an external software program. 

The measuring wavelength is selected via pluggable visual filters. Filters with any wavelengths within the range 
are available as accessories. 

The measuring data can be stored and managed in the Photometer 10 (chapter 5.1.2. - Data) 

Numerous setup programs permit the individual configuration of the device. Function tests support the analysis 
of sources of error. 

Photometer 10 is future-proof by FLASH MEMORY technology: The operating system can be updated with 
program novelties and/or improvements comfortably, without having to open the equipment. 
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2 INSTALLATION 

2.1 DELIVERY 

Check the device and contents of the enclosed box as follows on visible transport damages and completeness: 

 Photometer 10 

 Mains adaptor 100 VAC - 240 VAC,12 VDC, 1000 mA 

 Operating manual 

 Inform the sales office immediately about transport damages. Keep the original packaging for a possible 
return. 

2.2 PREPARATION  FOR  INSTALLATION 

Place the device on a stable, level surface. 

If the device was exposed to extraordinary fluctuation in temperature and/or humidity, it must acclimatize suffi-
ciently before operation. 

2.3 INSTALLATION 

Photometer 10 operates at any line voltage between 100 VAC and 240 VAC at 50/60 Hz or with batteries. The 
device plug of the mains adaptor must be put into the socket at the back of the device and the mains plug into a 
grounded mains socket. 

 While connecting or disconnecting a PC to Photometer 10 both devices must be switched off. 

Switch on Photometer 10 by the switch at the back. 

 

Greeting screen: 
After switching on copyright, type of device , 
version designation and serial number are 
displayed. 

  

 

After switch-on the device is ready for 
measurement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If errors appeared during operation, first of all 
they have to be confirmed with [E] before 
remedy (chapter 7 - ERROR  MESSAGE / 
CORRECTION). 

RIELE 

 

PHOTOMETER 10 

 

V2.0a  03/11/16 

 

SERIAL NO. 2001 
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3 OPERATING  ELEMENTS 

3.1 FRONT 

 

3.2 BACK 

 

Touchscreen 

Cuvette Compartment 

Switch on/off USB 
Serial Interface 

12 VDC - Connector 

Type Plate 

RS-232 Interface 
for Barcode Reader 

External filter 
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3.3 TOUCHSCREEN 

 

The touchscreen shows applications and 
information. It is contact-sensitive and reacts to 
the pressure exerted on it. In order to execute 
a function, the desired range on the screen 
must be touched 
 

 The surface of the touchscreen may be 
never touched with ball-point pen, pencil or 
another pointed article! 

 

3.4 CUVETTE  COMPARTMENT 

     

Fig.1 Configuration for round tubes        Fig.2 Configuration for standard cuvettes 
  

 The path of rays is directed from right to left. Insert single cuvette according to the drawing OPTIC 
CONSTRUCTION in TECHNICAL  DATA. 

Trigger setting to zero by [ZERO]. 

Trigger a normal measuring by [MEAS.] 

 

3.5 OPTICAL FILTERS 

The wavelength is given by an optical filter in a holder put into the filter compartment. The nominal wavelength 
is printed on the holder (e. g. 546 nm as shown above). 
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4 PROGRAM  SELECTION 

After switch-on the touchscreen shows the method selection window.  

 

 
Method selection: 
 

[ = ] : Setup menu 
 
A method may be selected via scrolling or 
entering a number. 

  

 

Zero measurement window 
 

After selection first the blank and then the 

sample is measured. With [  ] setup 
programs can be reached. 
 

 

  

 

Measurement window 

 
 

  

 

A barcode can be entered via a barcode 
reader connected to the RS232 serial 
interface. The following result is saved to the 
inserted barcode. 
 

 Number of measured samples 

 Result and dimension 
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5 SETUP  PROGRAMS 

5.1 SELECTION  OF  SETUP  PROGRAMS 

 

Page 1 of setup menu: 

 
Setup programs are necessary for the adjust-
ment and maintenance of the photometer. 
 
OPTIC: Optic adjustment  
 
DATA: The stored results can be saved or sent 
 
FACTOR: The factor can be changed 
 
DELAY: The delay can be changed 
 

[   ]: Next page 

[  ]: Exit 

  

 

Page 2 of setup menu: 

 
ADC: Shows ADC counts 
 
LANG: Selection of language 
 
CLOCK: Sets date/ time ON or OFF 
 
E.SAVE: Energy saving mode ON or OFF 
 

  

 

SERV.: After entering the password the service 
tools are active. 
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5.1.1 Optic 

 

Push [] to initiate the optic adjustment. 
 

[  ]: Exit 

5.1.2 Data 

 

 Shows all saved results 
 

  Stored results are send via the USB 
serial port. After sending the user is asked 
whether the stored results should be deleted [] 

or not [ ]. 
 

[  ]: Exit 

 

Presentation of results 
 
With [NO.] a specific result can be accessed. 
 
ID: Either the respective sample number or the 
barcode is displayed. 
 
[ + ] and [ - ] scrolls through the number of 
stored results. 
 

[  ]: Exit 
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5.1.3 M-STD. 

Before curve data of a method with multi-standard can be processed, the method must have been established. A curve 
without corresponding method cannot be processed! The term “curve no” has the same meaning as “method no”. 
If using a multi-standard method later on, pay attention that all extinction values of the samples lie within the 
absorbance/extinction range of the curve bases. Values outside of the absorbance/extinction range cannot be calculated. 
In this case “+-“ is shown and “<<< >>>” printed instead of the reading 
 

 

Multistandard Curve 
 

 The multistandard curve can be 
measured manually. 
 
After query of a curve number and the first 
standard the program changes automatically to 
the measuring window. All further standards are 
queried during the following procedure 
 

 For measuring in a multi-standard method 
at least two standards with 
A (absorbance/extinction) and C (concentration) 
must be defined! 
 
 
      After inquiry of the curve number all standard 
values can be edited, added or deleted. 
 

[  ]: Exit 
  

 

 

[] Consecutive numbering of the current 
standard values 
 
[C/A]   Switch input between: 
C (concentration) and 
A (absorbance/extinction). 
 

[   ] Edit the value. 

5.1.4 MF-CAL 

 

MC-Farland Standards Calibration 

 
The MC-Farland Standards may be measured 

  or set to the default settings . 
 

[  ]: Exit 
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5.1.5 ADC counts (Optic) 

 

Indicated is the current value of the optical 
analogue-digital converter.  
 

 turns lamp on and off. 
 

[  ]: Exit 

5.1.6 Language 

 

The current status of the language is indicated in 
the first line. 
 

The setting can be changed by [] Following 
options are possible: 
 

 LANGUAGE : ENGLISH 

 LANGUAGE : GERMAN 

 LANGUAGE : FRENCH 

 LANGUAGE : SPANISH 

Save setting permanently by [  ]. 
 
The setting is temporarily saved up to next 

switch-off of the device by [  ]. 

5.1.7 Clock 

 

The current status of the date/time display is 
indicated in the first line by OFF or ON. 
 

Change setting by []. 
 
Save setting permanently by [  ] 
 

[  ]: Exit 
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With activation of the clock date and time can be 
changed by [   ]. Each entry of day, month, year, 

minute and second must be confirmed by []. 

5.1.8 Energy Saving Mode 

 

When energy saving mode is ON, after two 
minutes of inactivity the device switches to a 
standby modus (screen is then blinking). By 
touching the screen the standby modus is 
deactivated. 

[  ]: Exit 

5.1.9 EDP 

 

5.1.10 Service tools 

 

The service tools are reserved for trained 
specialists only and therefore protected by a 
password. 
 
The next position of the password is reached by 

[]. 
 
Confirmation of password [   ]. 
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6 MAINTENANCE 

This chapter provides necessary information concerning general maintenance by the user. 

 If any faults should occur which cannot be remedied, then service should be contacted. Repairs at the 
device may be carried out only by authorized specialist staff. Through improper repairs the warranty extin-
guishes, and the user can be heavily jeopardized. 

6.1 CLEANING  INSTRUCTION 

 Liquid waste is potentially biologically hazardous. Always wear gloves if handling those materials. Do not 
touch parts of the device other than those specified. Consult the laboratory protocol for handling biohazardous 
materials. 

 Take care that no liquid enters the device! There is no protection against penetrating of liquids  
(Code IP X0). 

For device cleaning and surface decontamination purposes use commercial decontaminating solution which are 
usually available in clinical chemistry laboratories like Mikrozid® AF Liquid, Bacillol® plus, 3 % Kohrsolin® or 
similar solutions. Switch off the device and disconnect it from the mains voltage. Then clean the device with soft 
cloth and decontaminating solution. 

6.2 CALIBRATING  MEASURING  SYSTEM 

At doubtful measurement results an optic adjustment has to be carried out corresponding to chapter 5.1.1 - 
Optic. 
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7 ERROR  MESSAGE / CORRECTION 

 

7.1 GENERAL  NOTE 

Faulty input (e.g. wrong method number or wrong factor), recognized by the user, can be corrected by filling up 
the respective entry field with any signs. After replenishing beyond the last position the faulty input is deleted 
and the entry field is free again for the renewed correct input. 

Error messages by the device are carried out as combination signal tone and display. 

 
In the display errors are shown with an error number (chapter 7.2 - CODED  ERROR  MESSAGES). 
 
Each error message has always to be confirmed with [E]. 

7.2 CODED  ERROR  MESSAGES 

No. (possible) Causes Remedy 

3 forbidden input, wrong number format repeat input in permitted area 

5 dark value is absolutely too high  or higher as the 
measurement 

control measuring solution. Repeat optic 
adjustment (chapter 5.1.1); if error still 
occurs contact service partner 

7 mathematical overflow, at measurement  

calculation 
check filter; check standard; check 
measuring solution 

8 check sum error in the data record of the dark offset repeat optic adjustment, check lamp; 
check blank 

9 check sum error in the data record of the device basic 
setting 

contact service partner 

10 division by a too small value (< 0.001 A) check filter; check standard; check 
measuring solution 

11 invalid calibration curve Select valid number 

15 no parameter memory vacant (too little memory for 
nonlinear methods) 

delete a no longer actual nonlinear 
method 

17 check sum error in the parameter memory (nonlinear 
method) 

program method newly 

19 clock malfunction chapter 5.1.7 

21 Batteries (4xAA) empty Insert new batteries 

30 Lithium battery empty contact service partner 

36 remote control: unknown command Repeat/verify input 

37 remote control: wrong data format Repeat/verify input 

54 nonlinear measurement: value out of range check the absorbance of the sample 

72 wrong address at saving test results send results through serial interface and 
delete results (chapter 5.1.2) 

73 results memory full overwrite results memory or send and 
delete results (chapter 5.1.2) 

74 BCC error at sending result string send results through serial interface and 
delete results (chapter 5.1.2) 
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8 TECHNICAL  DATA 

 

8.1 ENVIRONMENTAL  CONDITIONS 

Climatic conditions for storage and transport of the packed device: 

 Temperature: -25 °C to +70 °C 

 Relative humidity:  20 % to   85 % 
 

The Photometer 10 must be used in an environment that meets the following conditions: 

 Temperature: +15 °C to +35 °C 

 Relative humidity:   20 % to   85 % 

 Not exposed to direct sunlight or other source of direct light (e.g. a spot light) 

 Well-ventilated area 

 Free from excessive dust 

 Free from combustible gases 

 Free from vibrations 

 Free from electromagnetic wave interference 

 Well-distanced from a machine generating a high frequency high voltage (e.g. a centrifuge) 

8.2 MINIMAL  OPERATION  QUALITY 

Signal processing in analogue amplifiers with high amplification factors cannot differentiate desired from 
undesired signals.  Amplifiers thus are apt to be overloaded or produce spurious signals. The equipment will 
operate correctly when the undesired signals are removed. Short-term changes of the operational behavior do 
not influence the overall function of the device. 

8.3 TYPE  PLATE 

For installation pay attention to the specifications on the type plate. 
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8.4 SHORT  SPECIFICATIONS 

Type Single-beam filter photometer 

Light Source LED 

Wavelength 450 nm – 650 nm 

Wavelength Selection Single interference filter, e.g. 546 nm 

Photometric Range 0 - 2.5 A 
0.5 – 10.0 McFarland units 

Cuvette System Normal standard cuvette: macro, disposable or special optical 
glass 
or round tube cuvette (13 mm -14 mm diameter)  

Operator Interface  Touchscreen for direct functions and alphanumerical inputs 

Data Presentation Graphic display: white characters or symbols, blue background, 
lighted, resolution 180 x 64 dots 

Languages English and French/German/Spanish 

Memory  General operating software can be updated by PC 
 Reagent-open system with capacity for up to 

50 programmable methods 
 Data import by touchscreen or PC 
 Up to 50 nonlinear calibration curves with max 20 sets of 

points can be stored 

Signal Port  USB serial port for connection to a PC 
 RS232 connector for connecting a barcode reader for an easy 

management of sample identities 

Data Logging Up to 1000 results can be saved in the memory automatically 

Measurement 
Procedures 

 Absorbance 
 Turbidity 

Mains Supply Input: 100 VAC up to 240 VAC at 50/60 Hz, output: 12 VDC / 1 ADC 

or 4 x AA batteries 

Dimensions Length 18 cm x width 13 cm x height 7 cm 

Weight 0.5 kg 

Marking 
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8.5 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Description according to DIN 58960 part 4 
 

A Identification 

A.1 Type of photometer: Photometer 10 
A.2 Model: 10 
 
A.3 Instruction for use: Photometer 10, user manual 
 
A.4 Manufacturer ROBERT RIELE GmbH & Co KG 
  Kurfuerstenstrasse 75-79 
  D-13467  Berlin 
  Germany 
 
 
DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY: 

The above mentioned absorption photometer is in conformity with the following metrological description. 
 
 
Berlin, Dezember 2017 
 
ROBERT RIELE GmbH & Co KG 
 

 
 
W. Riele 
 
 

B Metrological description 

B.1 Measuring System 

B.1.1 Optical configuration: cf. Figure 

B.1.2 Source[s] of radiation: LED 

B.1.3 Spectroscopic apparatus: interference filters 

B.1.4 Radiation detector[s]: photodiode 

B.1.5 Cuvette[s]/cell[s]: 10 mm glass or plastic cuvette (square 

  shaped) or round cuvettes 13 mm -14 mm 

  diameter 

B.1.7 Displayed units: absorbance, turbidity  

B.1.8 Display device: digital display, 

  absorbance:  0.000 to 2.500 

  McFarland unit:  0.500 to 10.000 

 

 
B.2 Method of measurement 

B.2.1 Generation of spectral absorbance A() monochromatic measurement 

B.2.2 Zero compensation of spectral absorbance manual 

B.2.3 Control of the measured spectral absorbance: with an absorption reference 

  solution (see manual) 

B.2.4 Determination[s] of concentration: Lambert-Beer-Equation 
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B.3 Specified measuring range 

Outside the specified measuring range and under rated operating conditions other than those 
stated in section B.4, the maximum permissible errors given in section B.5 can be exceeded. 

 

B.3.1 Spectral absorbance A(): 0 A to 2.5 A or 0.0 to 10.0 McFarland units 

B.3.2 Wavelength  useable for measurements: 450 nm to 650 nm 

 
 
B.4 Specified Operation conditions 

B.4.1 Spectral transmittance of the cuvette: > 75 % 

B.4.2 Warm-up time: n/a 

B.4.3 Operating voltage [mains]: between 100 VAC and 240 VAC at 50/60 Hz 

  with a tolerance of 10 % or 4xAA batteries 

B.4.4 Ambient temperature: 15 °C to 35 °C 

B.4.5 Sound pressure level SPL = 0 dB 

 
 
B.5 Maximum permissible errors and other limiting values 

B.5.1 Photometric uncertainty of the spectral absorbance: max  3 % 

B.5.2 Photometric short-time variation coefficient:  1 % 

B.5.3 Uncertainty of wavelengths: max  2 nm 

B.5.4 Spectral half-width of spectral radiation flux at 

 detector:  10 nm 

B.5.5 Percentage of wavelength integrated false 

 radiation (measured at 340 nm as transmittance 

 of a cut-off filter NaNO3):  0.1 % 

OPTIC CONSTRUCTION 

 The optical path is directed from left to right. Insert standard cuvette accordingly. 

 
 

Filter 

Lens Diaphragm 1 Diaphragm 2 

Cuvette 

Photodiode 

LED 
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9 ACCESSORIES  AND  SPARE PARTS 

Kindly contact directly the responsible dealer. 

REF Description 

  

600-340 Interference filter 340 nm 

600-405 Interference filter 405 nm 

600-436 Interference filter 436 nm 

600-492 Interference filter 492 nm 

600-546 Interference filter 546 nm 

600-578 Interference filter 578 nm 

600-623 Interference filter 623 nm 

600-670 Interference filter 670 nm 

 other wavelengths on request 

0573655001 Cuvettes of optical glass, 4 pcs 

500-002 Incubator T12 

500-005 Incubator T20 

090-064 Secondary calibration standards, four-piece, certified 

 USB data cable  

 Bar code reader 

680011 Mains adapter 12 VDC / 1000 mA 

 

   

 Incubator T12  Incubator T20 
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